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Abstract
In this paper we survey some very recent trends in combinatorial optimization
with special empha~is on matroid and oriented matroid theory. We give a brief
overview of the theory of NP-completeness, discuss the interdependence or
duality theorems and "good" algorithms, report on duality type theorems in
combinatorial optimization and introduce oriented matroid face lattices. We also
discuss a discrete version of convexity for oriented matroids and show how
Linear Programming can be generalized to oriented matroids.
I.

Introduction

Combinatorial optimization with all its branches has experienced a tremendous
growth during the last 10 years. Moreover, recent directions of research led lo an
enormous progress in the area of discrete optimization. These include Cook's
( 1971) result in computational complexity theory-showing that all combinatorial
programming problems arc equally hard so that as a consequence investigations
of combinatorial and algorithmic structures are the only keys for new efficient
approximative algorithms-, the development of (oriented) matroid theory
uncovering the combinatorial structure of discrete and linear programming
problems, the fastly developing theory of submodular functions and more
recently Khachian's polynomial algorithm for linear programming problems.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of parts of the theory of
combinatorial optimization as it is developed today. Clearly choosing topics of
such an exposition the author's personal taste has played an important role. The
emphasis lies on matroid and oriented matroid theory. For other topics of
combinatorial optimization the reader is referred to the following recent surveys:
Bachem (1982) (Concepts of algorithmic computation), Bachem and Grotschel
(1982) (New aspects of polyhedral theory), Burkard and Zimmermann (1982)
(Combinatorial Optimization in Ordered algebraic structures, see also Zimmermann ( 1982) ), Grotschel ( 1982) (Approaches to hard combinatorial optimization problems), Korte (1982) (Matroids and independence systems) and Schrader
(1982) (Ellipsoidal methods). A further source of good surveys is the book or
Hammer, Johnson and Korte (I 979) (these are the proceedings or the Discrete
Optimization Symposium in Vancouver and Banff 1977 containing 24 surveys
papers on integer programming). Some recent textbooks may also give an
e~cellent overview of combinatorial optimization {cf. Garey and Johnson (1979),
Lawler (1976), Hu (1982) and Papademitriou and Steiglitz (1982)). For a
collection of combinatorial problems and exercises cf. Lovasz ( 1979).
•supported by Sondcrforschungsbcrcich 21 (DFG), Ins1i1ut fiir Operations Research, Univmilil
Bonn
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A comprehensive overview of the current literature in combinatorial programming gives the book of Randow ( 1982) (this is a classified bibliography on
integer programming and related areas containing also a list of 119 survey
papers which appeared between 1978 and 1981 in the field of integer
programming).
The paper is organized as follows. We start in section 2 with an introduction of
combinatorial optimization and give a short survey of complexity theory. In
particular we describe precisely what the notions "easy", "hard" and "intractable" mean.
Section 3 introduces independence systems and matroids and in section 4 we
show how duality theorems for a particular type of problems lead to "good"
algorithms for these problems. Moreover we show how duality theorems and
stopping rules for algorithms relate to each other. &cause of this interrelation~!
is very interesting and important to characterize those discrete structures which
allow a duality type theorem. It turns out that matroids, oriented matroids and
special independence systems are the most general structures for this kind of
duality theorems. We finally present a (asymmeuic) duality type theorem for
general discrete optimization problems involving subadditive functions and
relate it to duality theorems involving only convex functions.
Convexity is one of the most important concepts in continuous optimization.
Since combinatorial optimization deals with discrete structures it is not clear how
this useful concept may translate to discrete optimization. In section 5 we discuss
a version of a convexity definition for discrete structures. We first show how
polyhedra theory generalize to a theory of oriented matroid polyhedra allowing
a proof of a generalized Upper Bound Conjecture and a shellability and
constructability theorem. We also show that polyhedra polarity results do not
generalize to oriented matroid polyhedra and report that Hahn-Banach type
theorems can not hold in oriented matroids. Thus. the discussions for an
appropriate convexity concept in discrete structures is still open. Finally we show
how Linear Programming can be generalized to oriented matroids.

2.

Theory of NP-completeness

Lel Ebe a no nempty finite set. I ~ 2E and f : I .... R A co111/Ji11atorial optimization
proh/em (CO) is the tas k to dete rmine a " feasible solution" Se I which maximize
or minimi ze f over I or to conclude that no such Se I exists. We denote such a
problem as

CO:

min f(S)
S11; 1

Computational complexity theory has developed a mathematical precise
frame to classify problems according to their "inherent complexity". Herc a
prohlem is meant as a general quest ion allc,·,ying several parameters left
unspecified. Setting these parameters to special \'al ues gives then an inswnce of
this problem. In combinatorial optimization "worst case time" is usually the only
efficiency measure which is considered. The worst ca$e complexity of a problem P
is a functi o n fwhich assigns to each length L the minimum time which the "best"
algorithm \verified on a RAM o r a Turing machine) needs to solve problem
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instances of P which have input length L (the input considered as a binary
encoded string). Problems with a polynomial time complexity function are
sometimes called "ea.~y", "efficient" or "polynomiar solvable. The class of all
"easy" problems is denoted by P. Two combinatorial problems whose time
complexity function agree up to a polynomial transformation arc called
(algorithmically) polynomial equivalent. See Aho, Hopcrort and Ullmann (1974)
or Garey and Johnson (1979) for text books and Bachcm (1982) or Tarjan (1978)
for surveys of the theory of computational complexity. Well-known examples of
polynomial solvable problems arc:
(2.1)

The spanning tree problem
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph with vertices V and edge set E. Let
c. (c e E) be weights for the e~es of G. With I = {T ~ El(V,T) is a spanning tree of G} and f(T)
{f(T)IT e I}.

= 2,.. ye.,

the spanning tree problem is max

See Prim (1957), Dijkstra (1959) and Cheriton and Tarjan (1976) as examples for
efficient algorithms solving the spanning tree problem.
Linear Programming has recently been discovered to be polynomial solvable.
As a combinatorial optimization problem a linear programming problem can
be stated as follows.
(2.2)

Linear programming

For E = {l, .. .,n}, A an (m,n) real matrix, c e R" and be Rm let I: =
{Bs;;El(A .8 )- 1 exists and (A ..)- 1 b~O}. Determine Bel for which
c8 (A. 8 )- 1 bis maximal.
The well-known simplex algorithm for solving linear programming problems
was shown to have exponential running time on some artificial examples (sec
Klee and Minty (1972) or Jeroslow (1973)). But recently Borgwardt (1982) and
Smale ( 1982) showed that on the average the simplex algorithm needs only a
polynomial number of pivot steps assuming identically and independently
distributed data.
Khachian (1979) proved that linear programming has polynomial time
complexity. He used the so called ellipsoid algorithm of Shor (1970) which
unfortunately turned out to be numerically very unstable. Sec Schrader ( 1982) or
Goldfarb and Todd (1982) for surveys on modifications and implementations of
the ellipsoid method as well as on some of its historical antecedents. The ellipsoid
method has many applications in combinatorial optimization. First studies in
this direction are done by Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver (1981).
Another interesting example of a polynomial solvable combinatorial optimization problems is:
(2.3)

The bipartite matching problem
Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph with a partition V =V I v V 1 into stable
sets of nodes (i.e. all nodes are pairwise non adjacent). Let c:E--+ R be a
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function assigning weiylits to the edqes. The bipartite maximum matchi11g
problem is then to determine a set of edges sue/, tltat no two edges /tai:e a
common endnode and whose sum of edge 1,·eights is as lar;,&? as possible.
The special case IViJ = IVzi is well-known under the name assignment
problem. Here we have n = IV 1 1 persons and n = IV 2 1 jobs. The weight C;; is a
qualification measure for person i to successfully do job j. The assignment
problem then is to find an assignment of persons to jobs such that the total
qualification measure is as high as possible.
Many interesting solution methods for matching problems are discussed in
Burkard and Derigs (1980) and Lawler (1976).
For most combinatorial optimization problems there is no polynomial
algorithm known. But for some of these problems the proof that a given solution
is ind~d a solution can be done in polynomial time. This very inttresting class of
problems is called NP (nondetermin istically solvable in polynomial time) and the
best known example is:
(2.4)

The asymmetric travelli11g salesman problem
Let D = (V,A) be a complete digraph with vertices V and arcs A. Let
c:A _.. 0 + be a function assigning distances to all arcs. The asymmetric
travelling salesman problem the11 is to determine a liamilto11icm dic_,·clc> of
minimum total distance, i.e. find a tour of minimum length •vhich visits ever}'
node exactly ones.

A combinatorial optimization problem min {f(S)IS EI} whose optimal function values are integral and bounded by a polynomial (for all instances in the
respective input lengths) is polynomial equivalent to the decision problem:
"Giv~n a k E R. Docs there exist an SE I with f(S) < k?". Clea r;y, if the optimal
funcnon value lies in the intervai [ -a,a] we can use the well-known method of
bise..:tion to determine the o ptimal value by soiving the decision problem log(2a)
time:.
Hence the asymmetric travelling salesman optimization p,oblem is polynom ial equivalent to the decision problem: "Given a comrle te digraph D =
\ V,A ,, a distance function c: A -+ 0 • and a number k E R Ones there exist a
ham iltonian cycle Hof D with total length less thank'?". This prvblem belongs to
the c:ass 1\1!?. If somebody presents a hamiltonian cycle claimi11g its total length
being smaller that k we can easily (in polynomial time) proof this claim by just
ad<ii .~g up all edge lengths. But note, the com plement of the class '\JP (thc> class cnNP) must not necessarily have this property, i.e. is not necessarily a subset of NP.
The co mplement of the asymmetric travelling salesman decisicr: problem would
be: "Given a complete digraph D = (V,A) a distance functio n c : A--+ 0 • and
a number k E IR. Does there exist no hamiltonian cycle Hof D with total length
less tha n IK?''. Proving this no-question seems to be much harder than the
corresponding yes-question. It is still unsettled whether N P = co-1'\Jo:> or not (cf.
Garc y-Johnson (1979)). As we shall discuss in section 4 the pro blems of the class
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l'\JP n co-NP are interesting candidates for an algorithmically powerful duality
theory.
R.M. Karp (1972) developed the theory of NP-completeness in 1972. A
problem PE NP is called NP-complete if the polynomial time solvability of P
would conclude the polynomial time solvability of any problem in NP. The class
of NP-complete problems is denoted by NPC. NP-complete problems may be
considered as the hardest problems within the class NP. Karp started in 1972
with a few problems showing their NP-completeness. Today some thousands of
combinatorial problems arc known to be NP-complete (see Garey-Johnson
( 1979) fore list of about thousand NP-complete problems). Among them are the
travelling salesman problem and the general integer programming problem. NPcomplete problems are known from various areas such as graph theory, network
design, storage and retrieval, sequencing and scheduling. mathematical programming, algebra and number theory, games and puzzles, logic, automata and
languages, etc. It is very unlikely that all these problems are polynomial solvable.
Hence the well-k nown hypothesis P ,t,. NP is most probably true. There are
however some results known which make it likely that the statement "P ,f' NP"
or "P .. NP" is undecidable.
Informally NP-complete problems are often called Mhard" problems. Although
these hard problems can not be solved (up to day) in polynomial time many
(sometimes very efficient) solution techniques are well-known. Good surveys of
those techniques can be found in: Balas and Padberg (1975), Burkard (1980),
Fisher ( 1981 ~ Grotschel (1982) and Klee ( 1980).
The class of problems which have exponential time complexity functions
is denoted by EXP. Clearly, those problems can never be solved efficiently
regardless how fast computers ever will be. Informally they are called intractable.
See chapter 7 o! Garey and Johnson (1979) for examples of such problems. The
class EXP does not play a very important role in combinatorial optimization
since only very few combinatorial optimization problems are known to belong to
EXP.
Indubitable the theory of NP-completeness is a very impor:ant tool in combinatorial optimization. But there is also some criticism. Linear programming
problems and the simplex algorithm have shown that the worst case analysis
may not be the best efficient measure. The simplex algorithm has an exponential
worst case behaviour but works pretty well in practice. On the other hand an
average time analysis may also be useless because people in practice do not know
distribution functions of "real world" data. Another point of criticism ;egards the
input len!'th as a criterion for the size of the problem instance. Consider for
instance the knapsack problem which is known to be NP-complete:
min{cxlax $ b, x E {0,1}"}. There are algorithms for the knapsack problem
whose time functions arc a polynomial in b. Clearly b ~ exp (encoding of b),
hence those algorithms do not solve the problem in polynomial time. But as far as
bis not too big those algorithms work very fast and today real worid knapsack
problems with up to 5000 variables can be solved efficiently.
The knapsack problem is one example of a class of problems whose NPcompleteness is based only on the fact that numbers may become very big when
the instance size increases. Garey and Johnson (1978) called such problems
number problems. There are also so called non-number problems where all involved
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Method: step I: Order the

numbers do not increase when the size or the problem instance becomes bigger.
The problem or determining.whether a given graph contains a hamihonian eye!~
is an example of an NP-complete non-number problem.
3.

(3.1)

S !;; Te I

implies

Se I.

A subset S

!;; E is called independent if S e I and dependent otherwise. If B !;; T
E and B e I, then B is called a base of T if B u {x} is dependent for all x e T'\B.
A minimal dependent subset C !;; E is called a circuit, i.e. C !;; E is a circuit if
C\{x} is independcu for all x e C. Most combinatorial optimization problems
can be reformulated as optimization problems over independence systems.
An independence system (E,I) is called a matroid if the Steinitz basic exchange
principle holds for tile set B or bases of (E,l), i.e. if B 1,B 2 e B, then
(3.2) VxeB,\8 1 3yeB 2 \B 1 (8 1 \{x}u{y})eB.
!;;

Matroids or combinatorial geometries have been introduced by Whitney (19)5)
and van der Waerden (1937) as an abstraction of linear dependence in vector
spaces. Later Edmonds showed in a series of beautiful papers (cf. e.g. Edmond~
(1965), (1971)) that matroids and independence systems are extremely useful in
study,ng combinatoiial optimization problems. See lri and Fujishige (1981) for a
survey of applicatio,\s of matroid theory in operations research.
From an algorithmic point of view the most interesting property of a matroiJ
is that they can be characterized by an algorithmic principle, namely the Greed~
algorithm which will be introduced now.
Let (E,1) be an independence system and c : E-+ R be an o'iective functiojl,.For
S !;; E we shall u~..: the abbreviation c(S) for the sum 2.,., 5 c(e). The independence system 11roblem is then to determine an independent set Fe I with
c(F) = max{c(s)IS .. I}. In general an independence system is not given
explici tly by the membe rs of I, because the cardinality of I is usually an
exponential functio n of IE I. Thus the list of all members of I as the input for .:n
algorithm to solve .he independence system problem makes ii easy to let this
algorithm run in linear time (with respect to the input length). Instead the
independence syste m is given by the ground set E = {1, ... ,n) the functio"I
values ct , .. .,c. and 1 subroutine JO called independence test oracle which tes.,
for a given S !;; E whether Se I or not. We do not care how this subroutine
performs this test l.11t only count how often it is called. In most applicatioi :s
independence test 1s an easy task but there are also ex amples where the
independence test problem itself is NP-complete. The Greedy algorithm can now
be formulated as follows:
(3.3)

pos111ve elements of
ct, ~ c1, :>: •·· c1• > 0 holds .
step 2: set F = 0
.~tep3 : Doj=lTOi 0 :
IF Fu {i 1} e I THEN SET F:
Fu {ii}END.

Greedy algorithm
Input : E = {l, . ..,n}.c 1 , .. • ,c. e R, independence test oracle 10.
Output: Au independent set Fe I with c(F) = max(c(S)IS e I}

E

such

that

=

Independent systems and matroids

Let Ebe a finite set and I !;; 2" be a nonempty family of subsets of E. Then (E,I) is
called an independence system if
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Clearly, the Greedy algorithm calls at most n times the independence test oracle.
Step I can be performed in time 0(n log n). Hence it is a very efficient procedure.
Unfortunately the Greedy algorithm does not solve every independence system
problem opt.i mally.

Theorem I. An independence system (E,I) is a matroid if and only if the Greedy
algorithm finds a maximal weighted independent set for all nonnegative objectil>e
functions c:E - R+
The name "Greedy algorithm" and the above theorem is due to Edmonds (1971).
The theorem seemed to be known (although in a different context) already to
Boruvka (1926) and was independently be discovered by Rado (1957) and Welsh
(1968). See Korte ( 1982) for a more detailed historical account. The spanni ng tree
problem (1.1) is an optimization problem over a matroid and the Greedy
algorithm could be applied to it, although the other mentioned algorithms in
section 2 are more efficient.
Let (E,I) be an independence system. Then r•(S) : = max{IBIIB !;; S, Be I} is
called the upper rank function and r .(S): = min {1B II B £ S, Ba base of S} is called
the lower rank function of CE,I ). The quotient

q(/):

.

r (SJ

= ♦ mm
:(S
"S !. Ef · )

is called the rank quotient or (E,I). It can be used to give a performance guarantee
if the Greedy algorithm is applied to general independence systems.

Theorem l. (Jenkyns (1976), Korte and Hausmann (1978)). Let (E,I) be an
independence system , c:E-+ R an objective function, c(l,) the objective function value of a Greedy solution and c(l 0 ) the objective function value of an optimal solution to the independence system problem. Then we have
c(l 0 )

~

c(I,)

~

q(l)c(l 0 ).

Clearly by the above theorem 'l\'e have q(I) = l if and only if (E,I) is a matroid. As
is shown in Korte and Hausmann (1978) the rank quotient of the independence
system for the matching problem is at least 1/2 and for the symmetric travelling
salesman problem at least 1/2 and at most 1/2 + 3/(2IVI). But there are also
examples (vertex packing problem, acyclic subgraph problem) where the rank
quotient tends to zero when IEI tends to infinity.
Matroids can be defined in various ways using so called bases axioms (as we
did) or circuit axioms or rank axioms etc. (cf. e.g. Welsh (1976)). All these axiom
systems are equivalent in the sense that one can be deduced from the other. From
an computational point of view it is also interesting whether they arc also
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algorithmically equal powerful. For instance consider a basis test oracle (is B !; E
a basis of (E,I)?). Can it simulate (in polynomial time) an independence test
oracle? Questions of these types are investigated by Hausmann and Korte ( 1981)
and Jensen and Korte ( 1981 ). See Korte ( 1982) and Korte and Schrader ( 1981) for
surveys on those oracle techniques.
4.

Duality theorems for independence systems and matroids
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or
3u e R~
but not both.

"primal question": 3S e lf(S) > f(S 0 _ i)?
Since we do not want to enumerate all exponentially many possible candidates
S1 e I in an efficient algorithm we do need a :stopping criterion which will verify
the
"dual question": VS e I f(S) S f(S 0 _ .)?
Clearly such a stopping criterion should be algorithmically efficiently checkable,
i.e. verifying the stopping criterion should be at least in the same complexity class
as verifying the primal question. Hence we need a reformulation of the dual
question. The inherent principal of a duality theory is to find a logical equivalent
reformulation of the dual question which replaces the all quantifier by the
existence quantifier.
As an example we may take the linear programming duality theory which
could be viewed as a reformulation of the Farkas Lemma. Herc the primal
question is
3x e R"

R" Ax :t b?

can be reformulated via the Farkas Lemma as
3ueR"'

U.?:0

u1A=i 1

u'b<O.

It is exactly this easily checkabh stopping criterion which makes the simplex
algorithm an efficient algori thm . More general every duality theory is useful in
designing a stopping criterion for the class of algorithms to which the duality
theory applies.
Hence it is quite natural tc, ask for the most general structure of a
combinatorial optimization problem allowing a duality theory. Before we shall
report on duality type theorems for independence systems, matroids and oriented
matroids let us revisite Farkas' Lemma:

(4.1)

Let A be an (m,n) matrix and be Rm. Then Farkas' Lemma has the form
either

3x e R"

u'b < 0

~

=:)

(4.1) is

equivalent to
(4.2)

em

either 3(j) e R" + 1
S 0
or
3(1) e ,r:+ 1 B'(j) = 0
but not both.

Again we can take a further step by using the linear subspaces L = {ye R111 • 1 fy =
U = {veR111 • 1 1e1v = O}. Denoting by supp(y): = {ie{l,... ,m + 1}1
y1 'F O} the support of y we obtain another formulation of (4.1) by
Dz} and

(4.3)

either 3y e L
or
3veL.1.
but not both.

y S O and
v~O and

(m + I) e supp(y)
(m+ l)esupp(v)

Note that (4.3) is a theorem or the alternative about nonpositive (nonnegative)
vectors of an "oriented" linear subspace L respec. L.1.. To exhibit the combinatorial content of the above statements (4. IH4.3) we have to reduce the above
existence statements over an infinite set L to an existence statement over a finite
set elem(L). theelcmenh1ry vectors of L. Recall that y e Lis an elementary vector if
supp(y) is minimal with respect to set inclusion in L. The following well-known
proposition gives an idea of how to interprete the elementary vectors y e elem(L).
Proposition J. I.Lt A be an (m,n) matrix of rank n and con.sider the polyhedron
P(A,b) = {x e R"IAx s b}, the polyhedral cone P(B,O) and the linear subspace L

defined abooe. Then the following statements are equil/alent:

Ax S b?,

and the dual question
\Ix e

= 0,

Using the technique of homogenization, i.e. setting B: = (

If we consider a combinatorial optimization problem max {f(S)IS e I} it is not
very hard to design an algorithm A which constructs a sequence S 1 ,S 1 ,S 3 , ... of
feasible sets with monoton incrr.asing objective values f(S 1). In fact any implicit
enumeration algorithm docs the job and at step n such an algorithm verifies the

A'u
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Ax S b

(4.4)

x is a vertex of P(A,b)

(4.5)

(j}

(4.6)

y: = Bz

= :z is an extremal vector of the cone P(B,O)
s 0 is an elementary vector or Landy..,~ 1 ,;, 0.

It is easy to show (cf. Rockafcllar ( 1969)) that every vector ye Lhasa conformal
decomposition y = y 1 + ... + yk where y1 e elem(L) for i = I, .. .,k, i.e. for all
components j E supp(y1) we have YJYl > 0 (i = I, .. .,k:). Thus (4.3) is equivalent to
(4.7)

either 3y e elem(L)
or
3v e elem(U)
but not both.

y ~ 0 and
v ~ 0 and

(m

+ I) e supp(y)

(m

+ 1) e supp(v)

For ye L we can orient the support supp(y) in a natural way: sup·p•(y): =
{i e supp(y)ly 1 > O} and supp-(y) : = {i e supp(y)jy 1 < O}. We call the set of
supports C: = {supp(y)jy elem(L)} the circuits of L and C,. : = {supp(y)ly
e elem(U)} the cocircuits of L (circuits of U). Then the Farkas Lemma has the
following interpretation.

18
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Theorem 4. (Farkas Lemma). Either there exists a circuit Ce C such that (m + I) e
C and all elements of C have the same orientation or there exist a cocircuit
CJ. e CJ. such that (m + I) e CJ. and all elements of CJ. have the same orientation.
It is easy to sec that C and CJ. form the circuits and cocircuits of a dual pair of
independence systems. Hence it is natural to ask whether the Farkas Lemma is
valid also for a dual pair of independence systems.
Let (E,I) be an independence system. Then t:2E-+ 21! defined by t(S): =Su
{ye E\Slr•(S) u {y})} is called the t-closure of(E.I). The map a :2E-+ 28 defined
by a(S): = Su {ye E\Sl3C e Cy e Cs;; Su {yl} is called the a-closure of (E,I)
(C- is the upper rank function and C are the circuits of {E,I) ).

ur (E,I) and (E,IJ.) be a pair of"dual
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holds(provided C n CJ. '7" 0) we call (M,MJ.) a pair of orientablematroids. (4.13)
is a combinatorial abstraction of the orthogonality property of a dual pair of
orthogonal linear subspaces of R". We shall discuss oriented matroids more
detailed later on in section 5 where we also give some more references of related
work . The signed supports of elementary vectors of a dual pair of linear
subspaces of A" are one class of examples of orientable matroids. The use of
orientations of circuits of matroids to generalize Farkas Lemma was suggested
by Rockafellar (1969). Bland and Las Vergnas independently discovered in 1975
the following theorem {d. Bland (19n~ Bland and Las Vergnas (1978), Bland
and Las Vergnas (1979)).

Theorem 8. (Farkas Lemma for oriented matroids). Let (E,I) and (E,I J.) be a dual

independence systems with a-closure operations "• a J. respec. Then the followitlfl
stalement.s an equioalent:

pair of oriented independence systems (i.e. independence systems where the circuits
and cocircuiu are oriented such that (4.1 J) hold.s. Then the following statements are
equivalent:

(4.8)

(E,I) and (E,I J.) are matroids.

(4.14) (E,l) and (E,IJ.) is a dual pair of orientable matroids.

(4.9)

For every partition (3-colouring) E

Theorem 5. (Farkas Lemma for matroids).

1 we have:

(4.15) For all partitions (3-colouring) E =Ru Yu G and all x e R either
3 circuit Ce C x e C s;; Y u R and all elements in C n R have the same
orientation or
3 cocircuit CJ. e CJ. x e CJ. £ Gu Rand all elements in CJ. n R have the
same orientation.

= I we have:

Clearly if we choose R = {m + I} and Y = 0 we obtain Theorem 4. The general
integer programming problem

= R vYvG where IRI =

either 3 cin:uit C e C with R s;; C s;; Y u R
or
3 cocircuit Ce CJ. with R s;; CJ. s;; Gu R
but not both.

(4.10) For every partition (3-colouring) E =Ru Yu G where IRI
either R s;; a(Y) or R s;; aJ.(G) but not both.

Theorem 5 was first proved in a more special setti:lg by Minty ( I966~ generalizing
his well known colouring lemma for graphs.

Theorem 6. (Farkas lemma for independence systems). Let (E,I) and (E,I J.) be a
pair of dual independence systems. Then thefollawing srarements are equivalent:
(4.11) All bases B of E arc of the same cardinality.
(4.12) For every partition (3-colouring) of E = RuYuG where !RI= I we
have either R s;; tM or R s;; rJ.(G) b at not bo th.
This theorem is due to Matthews (1978) who also proved (in the same paper):

Theorem 7. Let (E,l) l,e an independence system. Then (E,I) is a matroid if and only
if <J = t .
So far we discussed only non oriented versions oC the Farkas lemma. To prove an
analogon of (4.1) for matroids we first have to im roduce orientable matroids. Let
M = (E,l) and M 1. = (E,IJ.) be a pair of dual r:iatroids. If we can partition every
circuit Ce C and every cocircuit CJ. e CJ. into C = C+ v C _ and CJ. = C¾ u C:
such that

(4.13) (C .. nq)u(C_ nC:) "" 0 # (L r -Ci )u!C+ nC:)

(4.16) max ex
Ax= b
x ~ 0 and integer
does not have the structure of a matroid. Hence we can not expect a duality type
theorem such as Theorem 8 to hold.

Theorem 9. (Farkas Lemma for integer programs). Let RIP(A): ={be Rml
3x e Z':- Ax = b} and assume that all entries of A are rat ional. Then either there
e~ists a nonnegative integer x with Ax = b and ex < p or there exists a subadditive fu11ction f:RIP(A) .... Ru { -oo} with f(O) ~ 0, f(A .1) S c1(j = l, .. .,n) and
f(b) ~ p but not both.
Theorem 9 is due to Jeroslow (1979) and Johnson (1974); see Bachem and
Schrader (1980) and Bachcm. Schrader and Johnson (1982) for some generalizations. Note that if we relax the integrality of x and restrict f to be a linear
function, Theorem 9 turns out to be the well-known Farkas Lemma for linear
programs. Additionally the two "sides" of the alternative in Theorem 9 belong
most likely to different complexity classes unless co-NP s;; NP. Hence Theorem 9
is not a duality type theorem as we discussed in the beginning of section 4. The
class of subadditive function involved in Theorem 9 can not be restricted to the
class of convex function as the following theorem of Jeroslow (1979) shows.
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Theorem 10. The word "subadditive" in Theorem 9 can be replaced by "convex" if
and only if conv ({x E Z~IAx b}) = {x e R~IAx b}

=

=

Let D be a digraph with a distinguished arc f, and a nonnegative capacity function
c defined on the arcs of D, satisfying er = + oo. The triple (D,c,f) is called a
network. The maximum flow problem for (D,c,f) is the linear program:
(4.14) max Xr
Nx =0

where N is a vertex-arc incidence matrix of D. Network Flow theory was
developed by Ford and Fulkerson (1962) and is today one of the comer stones or
mathematical programming. The well-known max-flow min-cut theorem of
Ford and Fulkerson is a duality theorem of Network Flow theory and can be
shown to be a corollary or Theorem 9. Network Flow theory can also be
generalized to flows in matroids. Seymour (1977, 1980) has contributed some
beautiful theorems in this field characterizing those matroids having the '"ma1ftow min-cut property". See Bixby (1981) for an excellent survey or Seymoun
results.

S.

the circuits of an orientable matroid as defined in section 4. Moreover we could
also use the following axioms to define oriented matroids.

Theorem 11, 0 s;; {0,+,-}'! is an oriented matroid if and only if
(5.4)

0~0,Xe o~ -Xe0

(S.S)

X,Ye0,X=YoX=±Y
X,Ye0,X,,t,-Y,1e(X•nY-)u(X-nY+)=>
3Zeoz• s;;(X• vY•)\{x},z- s;(X-uY-)\{x}.

(5.6)

0sxsc

Oriented matroids

The theory of oriented matroids can be considered as a combinatorial
abstraction of linear algebra or linear geometry of ordered fields. It was forseen
by Rockafellar(l 969) and independently developed by Bland ( I974~ Las Verf.J)as
(1975) and Lawrence (1975) respec. Folkman and Lawrence (1978). Recent years
have seen increased interest in this area because of the many parallels between the
properties of polytopes and those of the lattices arising from oriented matroids.
Moreover, it has been shown that the simplex method can be generalized to a
pivoting algorithm solving Linear Programming problems over oriented matroids. In this section we shall mainly concentrate on very recent results of Biliera,
Edmonds, Fukuda, Mandel and Munson (cf. Fukuda (1 981), Mandel {1981),
Munson (198 1)).
Let E be a fin ite set. A map X: E-+ {0, +, - } is called a signed vector and ~
denotes its support, i.e. ~ : = {c E EIX. i"- 0) . For two signed vectors X.Y we
defined the compfJsitio11 Z : = X . Y by z. = X. fore E ~ and Z, = Y. otherwise.
The set sep (X,Yl: = fe E EIX. = - Y.} is called the set of separators of X and Y.
A collection O s; {0, +, of signed vectors is called an oriented matroid if it
fulfills the following three axioms:

t

(5.1)

0eO,XeO=>-XeO

(5.2)

X,YeO=X . YeO

(5.3)

X, Y E O.f E sep(X,Y) => 32 E O with Zr
e ¢ sep(X,Y)

=0

and

z. = (X. Y).

for all

Let X +: = {e e XIX. > O} and x-: = {e e X IX. < O}. It is not difficult to prove
that the signed vectors of an oriented matroid which have minimal support form
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If O is an oriented matroid then the supports of the minimal clements or O define
the circuits or the (non oriented) matroid M(0) underlying 0. Clearly M(0) is
orientable (as defined in section 4) but there may be many orientations leading to
the same oriented matroid 0. Let 6:R2 ◄ {O,+,-}e be a sign function defined by

6(x).:

o
= +

l

-

if x.

=o

if x. > 0
if x 0 <0

Then it is easily verified that cS(R 2 ) is an oriented matroid. An oriented matroid 0
is called linear if 0 = 6(V) for some linear subspace V s; RE. Another example of
a linear oriented matroid arc the supersets of circuits (or cocircuits) or a digraph
G = (V ,A) together with the (signed) zero vector 0.
An oriented matroid O is called acyclic if it has no positive circuit and totally
cyclic if every element c e E is contained in some positive circuit. A simple
corollary of Theorem 8 is the following theorem:
Tbeorem 12. An oriented matroid O is either acyclic or the dual oriented nuuroid
OJ. is totally cyclic b11t not both.
Let 0 be an oriented matroid on E and S s; E. For a signed vector X we denote
by X \ S a signed vectoi on E\S defined by (X\S), =
for all e e E\S. The set
O\ S: = {X\ SIX e 0) is called the oriented matroid derived from I by deleting S
and the set 0/S = {X\S!X e 0~ n S = 0) is called theorientedmatroidderived
from O by contracting S. Any oriented matroid derived from O by deleting or
contracting Sis called a minor or 0 (cf. Bland and Las Vergnas (1978)). If O' is a
minor of 0 , then 0 is called an extension of 0'.
We shall now introduce face lattices or oriented matroids. Let us motivate the
following definitions by the face lattice or a polyhedral cone in R". Consider the
polyhedron P = P(A,b) = {x e R"IAx $; b) in its homogenized form H = P(B,0)
with B = (~:=t). The face lattice F(H) of the polyhedral cone H is called the
extended face lattice of P, i.e. F(H) is the composition of the face lattice F(P) (of
the polyhedron P) and F(rec (P)) (of the recession cone of P) (cf. Sachem and
Gri:itschel (1982)).
Now let L = {ye nm+ 1 ly = Dz} and denote the row index set of the matrix B
by E. Then O = .5(L) defines an oriented matroid and the negative circuits C of 0
with m + I e C correspond to vertices of the polyhedron P (as stated in
Proposition 3). We may also consider the dual oriented matroid OJ.= .5(U).
Note that 0,. is acyclic if and only if His a pointed cone, i.e. assuming 0,. acyclic

x.
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· makes life a little bit easier and we shall therefore consider only this case. Today
there cl.ists two different definitions of face lattices of oriented matroids.
Definitioa 13. (Las Vergnas (1980)). F !: E is a facet of OJ. if E\F SMpports a
positive cocircuit CJ. e OJ..
Definition 14. (Edmonds, Mandel, Fukuda). F s;; Eis a facet of OJ. if F supports
a positive cocircuit CJ. a OJ..

n~.

F s;; Eis a/au of OJ. if there exist facets F 1, .•• ,Ft with F =
1 F 1• By F(OJ.)we
denote the Las Kirgnasface lattice and by F•(OJ.) the Edmonds-Mandel-Fukuda
face lattice of OJ.. Taking the aboveexample,oneeasily recognizes that F•(OJ.)is
isomorphic to the extended face lattice F(H) = F(P) x F(rec (P)) and clearly
F(0J.) is antiisomorphic to F•(OJ.) hence isomorphic to the equality face lattice of
H. (An equality set I!: Eis a maximal set such that{x e P(B,0)181 .x = O} is a face
of H).
As we have shown above every polytopal face lattice F correspond to an
oriented matroid face lattice F(OJ.) respcc. F•(OJ.). In 1980 Lawrence found a
construction ",l" how to extend an oriented matroid Oto an oriented matroid
.l(O) with the following property: If the face lattice of the oriented matroid l(O) is
polytopal (i.e. isomorphic to a face lattice of a polytope) then the oriented
matroid O is linear. Since there exist many nonlinear oriented matroids this
proves:
Theorem 15. In general face lattices of oriented matroids are non polytopal.
See Munson (1981) for a description of the Lawrence construction. Munson
(1981 ) used this Lawrence construction to prove even more, namely he showed
that the set of all Las Vergnas face lattice and the set of all Edmonds-MandelFukuda face lattices differ.
A flat of a matroid M is a maximal closed set and we denote the geometric
lattice of all flats of a matroid M by L(M). An adjoint of a matroid M is a matroid
M ' of the same rank such that there exists an injective order reversing map
f: L(M)-+ L(M ') which maps the copoints of M onto the points of M'. An
oriented mat roid o• is called a r>0lar of an oriented matroid O if the face lattice
F(O) is antiisomorphic to F(o•i Clearly the class of all Las Vcrgnas lattices of
acyclic oriented matroids is the class of polars of all Edmonds-Mandel-Fukuda
lattices. Thus the question whether these two classes of face lattices agree reduces
to the problem whether every oriented matroid face lattice has a polar. The key
for proving that indeed not evrry oriented matroid has a polar is a result of
Cheung (1974) who proved:
Theorem 16. The Viimos matroid has no adjoint .
Munson (1981) proved the foll owing theorem.
Theorem 17. Let O be an orie111cd matroid, ).(0) be tl1e Lawrence extension of M
a11d ).(O)• the polar of ).(0). Then there exists a subset D s;; E such that the minor
i.(O)•/D is an adjoint of 0 .
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Let F be the set of all Las Vcrgnas and P the set of all Edmonds-Mandel-Fukuda
face lattices. Then Theorem 16 and Theorem 17 prove:

TheGrem 18. F ~ P
Clearly, if Vis the Vamos matroid and if we apply the Lawrence construction to
V, the!! by Theorem 17 and Theorem 16 .l(V) cannot have a polar.
As a consequence of Theorem 18 there are no analogues of the theorem of
Weyl or of the theorem or Minkowski for face lattices or oriented matroids
because both would imply the existence of polars. On the other hand a lot of
interesting properties or race lattices of oriented matroids are known.

Tbeomn 19. (Las Vergnas(1980), Mandel (1981)). All/ace lattices Fe F and F•
e P salis/y the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition.
A polytopc P of dimension d is she/lable if there exists an order of the facets
F 1, •• •,F, or P such that for all 2 :s; i :s; r F 1 n (U\: i F 1) is a topological d-2 ball.
Edmonds and Mandel have extend the definition of shellability to oriented
matroid cell complexes and Mandel (1981) proved:
Theorem 20. The face lattice of every d-dimensional oriented matroid cell is a
shellable d-ball and its boundary is a shel/able (d - I) sphere.
This theorem of Mandel extends considerable the result of Bruguesscr and Mani
(1972) who proved that polytopes arc shellable. As a corollary of Theorem 20
Mandel also proves:
Theorem 21. Eoe~ oriented matroid cell t of dimensi~n d satisfies the Euler1
Poincare relation
I. (f1(t) number of /aces of dimension i~
1 ( - I ) r1(t)

)J.

=

=

Shellability seems to be one of the most restrictive properties of polytopal face
lattices. But as Theorem 15 shows it docs not suffice to characterize polytopal face
lattices.
All these very deep results of Edmonds and Mandel were obtain by using a
topological representation of oriented matroids which were initiated by the late
Folkman and later on developed by Lawrence (1975). We shall discuss this
topological representation in the following. Consider an oriented matroid O =
c'i(L) arising from a linear subspace L = {ye Rmly = Ax} of Rm. Ir we oricnte
the sides of every hyper.plane H. : = {zlA •. z = O} then a signed vector X = c'i(Az)
determines the relative position of a point z e R" with respect to the hyperplanes
H,(e e E). Clearly this position is uniquely determined up to scalar multiples.
Thus we may concentrate only on intersections of the hyperplanes H. with thensphere S", i.e. on positions of a point z e S" relative to oriented hypersph~res. This
motivates the following definition of a sphere system. Let S": = {x e
llxli = 1) and denote by S"_(S 0,S~) the sets {xeS"lx.+ 1 <0(=0,>0)}. A
set S homeomorphic to S" is called a sphere. A subset h s;; S is a hypersphere
if h = f(S 0) for some homeomorphism f:S"-+ S. We call f(S~) and f(S"-) the sides
of h.

R•+'I
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Definition 22. Mandel (1981). A triple (S,E,H) is called a sphere system if the
following conditions are satisfied.

= {S!le e E,j e {O,+,-}} with

(5.4)

Sis a sphere, Eis finite and H

(5.S)

all e e E (S~ ,s.+ .s.-) = (S,0,0) or S~ is a hypersphere of S with sides
s:Forands.-.
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2.~

circuits of a digraph D = (V ,A), then conv (S) corresponds to the transitive
closure in D.
Let O be an oriented matroid on E. A subset S s; Eis called an open halfspace of
0 if S = S + for some cocircuits C of 0. A subset H s; E is a clo3ed half.space if
H = (E\C)uc• for some cocircuit C of 0.

(5.6)

For all 0 ;'A!;;; E F:
system.

is a sphere called ajlal of the

T1leorem 26. (Las Vergnas(1980)). Let 0 bean oriented matroidon EandS,;; E.
Then conv(S) equals the intersection of all closed half.spaces containing S.

(5.7)

For all flats F and all e e E F !;;; S~ or S~ n F is a hypersphere of F with
sides
n F and s; n F.

Let F be the Las Vergnas lattia: of an oriented matroid 0. A face v e Fis called a
vectex if the rank of v equals 1. The following theorem may be consideral as an

(5.8)

Let s;J : = S! us~ and let B,;; {s.-Jle e E,j e {O, +,-}} . Then either nB
= n{S~IS.-J e B for aj e {O,+ ,- }} or nB is a ball.

analogue of the Krein-Milman theorem in R".

= n{S~leeA}

s:

Again we define a sign function c5 :S-+ {0,-,+ }Eby
c5(x).

o
= {+
-

if
if
if

x es~
XE
XE

s.+

(e

E

E)

S,-

r

if (S,E,H) is a sphere system. The number I +
1(0) is called the degeneracy of
the system. The following characterization was first proved by Folkman and
Lawrence (1978).

Theorem 23. The map assigning S to c5(S) u {0} is a bijection between equivalence
classes of sphere systems of fixed degeneracy le ~ 0 and oriented matroids on the
same index set .
Mandel (1981) gave a new proof of Theorem 23 and also showed that every
oriented matroid is a piecewise linear sphere (A piecewise linear (LP) n-sphere is a
complex order isomorphic lo a PL ball complex whose space is the boundary of
an (n + l )-polytope. A PL ball-complex is a complex K whose cells are either
polyhedral balls or empt y and such that for each p e K, its boundary is the union
of the cells of Kit properly contains.)
Mandel (1981) could also extend McMullen's(l970) proof of the Upper Bound
Conjecture to piecewise linear spheres proving:

Theorem 27. (Las Vergnas (1980)). Let 0 be an oriented matroid on E, S i; E ond
T the set of vmice.s of the minor 0/S. Then conv(T) = conv(S).
Unfortunately, this convexity definition does not allow a separation type
theorem for oriented matroids since Mandel ( 1981) has found an example of an
oriented matroid O on a ground set E with the following property. For subsets
S,T s E conv0 ,(S)nconv 0 ,(T) = 0 (the convex hull taken with respect to all
extensions 0' of 0) but no hyperplane of 0 separates S and T .
We now come to a brief discussion of how to generalize Linear Programming
to oriented matroids. This work was initiated by Tucker (1963) and Rocltafellar
(1969). Later Bland (1974, 1977, 1980) and Fukuda (1981) developed a simplex
type algorithm for Linear Programs in oriented matroids. The Linear Programming problem
·
(5.9)

min ex
Ax:;; b

may also be written as
(5.10) mint

e~xsG)

or in a homogenized form as
Theorem 25. Every piecewise linear sphere semilattice satisfies the Upper Bound

Conjecture.
(5.11)

Las Vergnas (1980) has introduced a convexity definition to oriented matroids.

:1 (:)

m(;: =

S 0

0-1
Definition 25. (Convexity). Let O be an oriented matroid and C be the circuits of
0. For S,;; Ewe define conv(S) =Su {e e E\S13C e cc- = {e}, c+ !;;; S}

It is easily shown that for O

= b(L) and

L is a linear subspace of R" conv(S)
cor.responds to the usual convex hull in R". If the oriented matroid O arises from

z>O
Let us denote the coefficient matrix of the problem (5.11) by B with row index set
E. The first row index (corresponding to the objective function) let be f and the last
row index let beg. It is well-known that a vector x e {x e R"IAx ~ b} is optimal if
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and only if ·t here is no "direction'' z e R" with Az s Oand c(x + a) < ex for some
positive t . Now let O = cS(L) = cS( {yly = B(:)}) be an oriented matroid derived
f~om the linear space L. Let A: = {Xe 0IX, > O} and A..,: = {Xe 0IX, = O}
and define for a subset S ~ E the matroid polyhedron P(St. = (XE AIX 5 SO}.
Clearly for S = E\{g,f} P(S) corresponds to the polyhedron P(A,b) =
{x e R"IAx s b} . Let Xe P(S) and Z e A., . Z is called a/easibk direction at X if
X.Ze P(S).
A linear programming problem with respect to an oriented matroid can now
be defined as follows. Let O be an oriented matroid on E and let f,g e E with f-,;. g.
Wit Eo: = E\ (g.f} we say X minimizes f over P(fo) if Xe P(Eo) and there is no
feasible direction Z e A., at X with Z~ < 0. Thus the oriented matroid programming problem is to determine an X which minimizes for in tableau fonn
·
(P) jminf
XwP(Eol -

We ClJI the prob,lcm (P) feasible if P(Eo) ,t,
2 1 > 0 for some Z e A., .

0 and unbounded if Zt;., c? 0 and

Tbeonm 28. (Fukuda (1981). Bland (1974)). Every feasible oriented matroid
programming probkm is either unbounded or has an optimal solution.
Bland (1974) developed a finite pivot algorithm for oriented matroid programming problems generalizing the well-known simplex method and giving a
constructive proof of the duality theorem (Theorem 8). This pivoting algorithm
also led to a remarkable simple new finite pivot rule for the usual simplex method
(cf. Bland (1977)). Fukuda (1981) found a new finite pivot method for oriented
matroid programs. Moreover he found some examples of oriented matroids for
which the simplex procedure produces nondegenerate cycling. The class of such
oriented matroids he called non-BOM's. The complement of this class (the
BO M 's) include linear oriented matroids and the dual OJ. of an oriented matroid
0 e DOM is again within the class of BO M's.
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